Mentoring for... Evidence-based Champions

Practice → Reflection → Professional Learning → Mentoring Others

- What is current practice?
- What works?
- What does not work?
- Why do it like that?
- Use External Sources
  - What websites?
  - What resources?
  - Which people?
  - What literature?

Police-Pad...
What mentoring support do Evidence-based Champions need?

You can leave your comments by using the Post-it notes

Or Tweet us: #copMentors @OU-Police-Consortium

Example of an Evidence-based Champion

**Eric Halford**
Detective Inspector
Digital Media and Investigation Unit
Lancashire Constabulary

Recent Twitter Quotes from @DSEricHalford:

- “There is no weakness in shrinking so others don’t feel insecure around you, we are all meant to shine, so stop blocking the light” (April 11th)
- “Whatever the mind can conceive and believe, it can achieve” (March 18th)